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however righteous the power, to God conceived as
personified love was of all contributions to human
thought the most precious and fruitful. As Dr. Scott
Lidgett points out, the idea was quickly forgotten
and Christendom reverted till recent times to think-
ing of God as embodying power divorced from love,
as a sovereign rather than a father.
The same has happened to much that was best in
Greek as well as in Hebrew thought. The Greeks
approached their problems of life from a standpoint
widely removed from that of the Hebrews. The
children of Israel lived in a part of the world and a
state of society controlled by powerful monarchies.
It was hard for them to think of God otherwise than
as a king. The insight of genius can at times tran-
scend experience, as in Isaiah, who was able to
picture God as inspired by feelings more loving
and tender than any human monarch had shown.
Yet Hebrew thought in the Old Testament seldom
gets far from the idea of sovereignty and power as
the dominant aspect of Jehovah. Greek thought de-
veloped in su'rroundings where kingly power was felt
mainly as a distant menace, a menace which Greek
valour in the Persian wars was able to repel and hold
at a distance. For the first time in human experience
a kind of government was realised in Greek cities
which did not depend on kingly authority. To the
Hebrew mind it was natural to think of duty, as the
duty of obedience to a sovereign God. It was this
duty of obedience to a supernatural authority which
united the children of Israel. The end and object of
life was comprised in obeying divine commands as
conveyed and expressed through the mouths of the
prophets. In a city like Athens such ideas were im-
possible, and thinkers were forced to approach the
problem of life from a different angle. To them duty
was first and foremost a human relation. It was this
in men which made them something more than the
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